
Dear fellow music-lovers,
This collection of music has been assembled from my recent recitals. Many pieces are live recordings. I have 

ordered them to create some continuity from one style to the next; for instance, hearing Messiaen’s ethereal “Dove” 
in E major rise out of the well-grounded ending of Beethoven’s Op.109. I hope you will make your own connections 
between these pieces over time, as I have enjoyed doing.

Beethoven’s last three piano sonatas are a landmark in the history of piano literature. Written in the last decade of 
his life, they display an immense freedom in concept and form. For instance, while the Op.109 first movement uses 
traditional sonata principles, its “quasi second group material” acts more like a transition, never touching the dominant 
root until the very end.  In the expansive theme and variations movement, the intricate counterpoint and the unbroken 
trills are testaments to Beethoven’s creativity with textures.

As I was simultaneously working on the first movement of Beethoven’s Op.109 and the Debussy Etudes, I became 
fascinated by how these two extremely different composers both have such a command of the “element of surprise”. In 
the opening lines of Op.109, an Adagio theme appears quite suddenly around the corner of the first long phrase. Less 
than a hundred years later, Debussy wrote revolutionary piano etudes that have the capacity to change mood at any 
given moment, sometimes note by note, without losing continuity. I am grateful to have studied French songs with 
Malcolm Martineau, who taught me how to achieve spontaneity by focusing on a concrete word (or in my case, assign-
ing a word where there are no lyrics) and pre-determining an “energy level” for each sound.

Chopin’s mazurkas and waltzes have a deceptively simple appearance, due to economical materials and a regular 
three beat pulse. At the same time, this framework of familiarity allows tremendous freedom in rhythmic placement 
and melodic shaping. Yes, the wealth of seventh chords may scientifically explain why so many Chopin listeners enjoy 
feelings of romance, but it is still a mystery how Chopin makes as much an impression on little six year olds (including 
me) as he does on eighty year old veterans. My uncle, Fei-Ping Hsu, used Chopin’s music to teach me the nuances of 
touch, and I hope that this recording lives up to his standards. He is dearly missed.

The following provides a little background to Couperin and Messiaen, two composers I have come to admire in 
more recent years.

…excerpt om my lectus in e Messiaen Centennial Celeation 
—a 4 venue series in Colorado that I produced

2008 was the centennial year of French composer Olivier Messiaen, who wrote some of the most exotic music of the 
20th century, and who was one of the very few to compose sacred works after World War II. Although raised by parents 
who were not themselves devout believers, Messiaen came to regard his Catholic faith as the essential part of his iden-
tity and his art. In search of expressions for his faith, he created a new universe of sound. Believing God to be Creator 
of the world as a whole, he devised an inclusive musical vocabulary that embraced ideas from world music, birdsong, 
the visual arts, Symbolist poetry, Indian rhythms, Japanese gagaku court music, and many other sources. He is recog-
nized as one of the most innovative voices in Western music, and one of the most influential teachers.

The most striking aspect about Messiaen’s music is its profound joy. Other composers at that time (Bartok, for 
instance) reflect the 20th century as a time of unprecedented world conflicts and alienation of the soul. Messiaen 
stands in stark contrast, composing celebratory music, for example, in the washroom of a prisoner-of-war camp. To 
hear his sonorities is to be immediately enveloped in a fragrant, other-worldly essence. In his sound world, whether or 
not listeners share his faith, they experience the transcendent love of God.

When Messiaen was 10 years old, his harmony teacher gave him a score of Debussy’s new opera “Pellias et 
Melisande”, and he discovered his strong desire to compose. Following the model of Debussy’s preludes, Messiaen 
composed his set of eight Préludes while he was a student at the Conservatoire in Paris.

Première Communion de la Vierge (First Communion of the Virgin Mary) is No.11 of Vingt Regards sur l’Enfant 
Jésus (Twenty Contemplations about the Infant Jesus). The piece describes the Virgin Mary’s first encounter with the 
baby Jesus inside her womb. The very first measure begins with the Theme of God, which occurs three times in a row 
to honor the Trinity, God in Three Persons: the Father, the Son Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit. Next come some early 
uses of birdsong—a sound that made Messiaen, who was a serious ornithologist, feel at one with nature. Mary’s theme 
and her joyful Magnificat come next; then, at the golden point, the heartbeat of the Infant Jesus arrives in the low bass, 
barely within our range of hearing. The Theme of God returns to close the piece.

Written in 1944, Messiaen’s Vingt Regards sur l’Énfant Jésus is now one of the most important works for the 
piano. Vingt Regards was dedicated to and premiered by Yvonne Loriod, his brilliant student who later, after he was 
widowed, became his second wife. Ms. Loriod’s remarkable technique and understanding inspired Messiaen to write 
many great, and extraordinarily difficult, piano works. As Robert Schumann’s piano music frequently offers hidden 
love messages for Clara, so Messiaen’s offers love messages for God. Upon hearing Vingt Regards, Virgil Thomson 
was so amazed that he felt the musical world would never be the same again, and described Messiaen as “the atomic 
bomb of contemporary music”.

…excerpt om my lectu “Couperin: Music at Versaies” for the Denver Art Museum
An only child, François Couperin was born in Paris on Nov. 10, 1668, an auspicious year in France. Louis XIV 

ended the war to gain territories in the Spanish Netherlands, and turned his attention to building the greatest palace 
in history—Versailles. At the court, music would be enjoyed almost daily. It was thus a great fortune and an honor for 
Couperin that, in 1693, Louis appointed him royal musician—a position that he would hold not only through the rest of 
the King’s reign, but also during the regency and the beginning of the reign of Louis XV.

Les Fastes de la grande et ancienne Mxnxstrxndxsx (The Pageantry of the great and ancient Mènètriers 
Musicians Union) is an early example of the rare genre of musical satire. Couperin designed it as a “tragic-comedy” 
about the travails of the musicians’ union, the Mènètriers, which lost power when Louis XIV centralized control of the 
arts. The union tried unsuccessfully to force Couperin and others to join its ranks and jailed many performers (from 
court musicians to street jugglers) for not paying dues, but was twice overruled by the King’s Parliament. In Les Fastes, 
one of the earliest examples of programmatic music, Couperin portrays the union leaders as a rabble of street enter-
tainers who end up being chased away by the crowd.

Les Papillons (The Butterflies) demonstrates the heavily decorated “rococo” style, a term borrowed from the deco-
rative arts. Just as a speaker would use exclamations like “Oh!” or “Alas!” to add expression, so the performer would 
execute trills or appoggiaturas to ornament a melodic line. In French, ornaments are called “agréments”, a play on the 
word for “pleasures”.

Special thanks to Daniel Kellogg and Michael Friedmann. —Hsing-ay


